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Softly-spoken
German cellist
NICOLAS ALTSTAEDT
disarms the fussiest
critics with the meltingly
intimate timbers of his
two big sticks – a 1789
Giulio Cesare Gigli and a
2012 Robert König. They
were netted after ending
his 11-year relationship
with a Nicolas Lupot
(Paris 1821) on loan from
the Deutsche Stiftung
Musikleben; whose policy
states that you must buy
or return loaners when
you reach 30 years of age.

His current arsenal first converged at young luthier Robert König’s atelier in
small German town of Markneukirchen by the Czech border. “In the few months
I’ve been playing the König it’s already developed a soul, like a child with lots
of growing synapses,” he says. In June, Tarisio Auctions in London generously
loaned him the Giulio Cesare Gigli. “It’s a bit smaller, so in comparison to the
Lupot it has a bit more melt in the start of the stroke and more colours than a
French instrument” he explains of its charmingly antique tones.
The Gigli recently accompanied the Berlin-based, 31 year-old musician to Jan
Vogler’s rustic chamber music Moritzburg Festival. In Upper Saxony’s antlerappointed hunting lodges and baroque castles he played a handful of classic
and modern works such as the challenging String Quartet No. 10 by the season’s
composer-in-residence Wolfgang Rihm.
Born in Heidelberg in 1982, precocious Altstaedt finds resonance with modern
classical composers. He was indoctrinated young by his vascular surgeon
father who played piano and cello, the latter belatedly discovered when his
sister married a French cellist.
He was raised in Gütersloh in the prodigious, ubiquitous imprint of its most
famous resident, Hans Werner Henze (Altstaedt biked past the house of his
birth every morning on his way to school) and the city bustled with modern
music festivals. “When I was about ten years old my father started taking me to
modern concert series. Great things happened there: I heard world premières
by György Ligeti, who came to the festival three times. Mauricio Kagel and John
Cage came, too. We had a festival dedicated to Morton Feldman.”
While Altstaedt’s brother practiced piano, he took to his father’s spare cello. His
parent’s insouciance fostered an elastic virtuosity. “There was never a pressure
to play. I did it in my own free time. I had my family’s support but there was
never a sense of competitiveness or ‘must’.” Lessons with Russian cellist Boris
Pergamenschikow raised his level and netted prestigious accolades, including
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“A suit feels unnatural and distracts you from
the ability to feel all the movement and depth.”

a 2009 Borletti-Buitoni Trust Fellowship and a 2010 Credit Suisse Young
Artists Award. From 2010-12, he was a
BBC New Generation Artist, which he
describes as “the best thing – I chose
every piece I wanted to play for two
years, pieces that orchestras normally
say are too hard or too modern.”
He counts former cellist/current conductor Nikolaus Harnoncourt as an
idol, brimming with complements
between
echoed
bibliographical
swaths. “He’s a revolutionary. He’s
influenced generations of musicians.
His Bartók, Smetana, Monteverdi and
Bach are as legendary as his deep
understanding of Mozart and Beethoven. His Dvo Ĝ ák with the Concertgebouw is one of the best in the world.
He simply understands the language
of music.”
Altstaedt’s intuitiveness runs even
deeper than his passionate musicianship. Offstage, in relaxed-fit jeans and
black t-shirts, he shuns onstage formalwear and swaps tuxedos for lightweight,
travel-friendly black dress shirts from
Japanese designer Issey Miyake. “Take
a piece by Brahms or Beethoven – you
find all the complexities and depth of

the human condition. They were stunningly modern and advanced for their time. So
what does that have to do with wearing a tuxedo? A suit feels unnatural and distracts
you from the ability to feel all the movement and depth, especially when a cellist
works in the high positions.”
Setting down his bow for bureaucracy he’s shown aptitude in artistic programming, having just capped his second season as artistic director of the Lockenhaus Chamber Music Festival, a title bequeathed by its original founder, Gidon
Kremer.
The two-week summer festival, now in its 32 nd season – held in castles, churches and the monastery of the eponymous town on the Hungarian border of
Austria – is Altstaedt’s “dream job”, where colleagues suggest pieces that he
weaves into coherent frameworks.
This year’s festival ‘Schuld und Sühne’ was based on Dostoyevsky’s Crime and
Punishment in its incorrect German translation, but grandly referred to masterpieces written in the aftermath of manmade trauma. Redemption as a thematic
arch bound pieces such as Gesualdo’s Fourth Book of Madrigals, Janá þ ek’s
String Quartet No. 1, Beethoven’s Kreutzer Sonata and Henze’s Prison Song. Its
protagonist, now in the 400 th anniversary of his death, was Carlo Gesualdo, the
Italian composer and nobleman who killed his first wife and her lover in 1590
but inked groundbreaking compositions during the atonement process.
Interconnectedness rules Altstaedt’s world, an alpha-omega codex that begins
and ends with chamber music. “It’s the essence of music itself,” he explains.
“You can never reach a level more intimate. Being in a string quartet is like
being the baseline of a total complex sum of voices and counterpoint. You have
to react and accept each other’s personalities and humanity to create something
together. It’s the greatest thing ever.”
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